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The neutrino mass matrix is dierent from the democratic one if they are Majorana
particles. The S
3L



























and r are arbitrary parameters. The eigenvalues of this matrix are easily obtained
by using the orthogonal matrix F in eq.(2) as c

(1; 1; 1 + 3r).
The simplest breaking terms of the S
3L
symmetry are added in (3,3) and (2,2) entries.








1 + r r r
r 1 + r +  r





in terms of small breaking parameters  and Æ. In order to explain both solar and atmospheric
neutrinos in this mass matrix, r 1 should be satised. However, there is no reason why r
is very small in this framework. In order to answer this question, we need a higher symmetry





Let us consider the case of Æ   ' r, in which S
3L
symmetry is completely broken.





























' 1 + r + Æ; (5)
in the c
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Since the correction term L is close to the unit matrix, the MNS matrix U
i
is approxi-


































































































The mixing angle between the rst and second avor depends on t, which is determined by
r=. It becomes the maximal angle in the case of t = 1 (r= = 0) and the minimal one in the
case of t = 1=
p










), the relevant value of r=




= 0:65  0:97, which corresponds to the LMA-MSW solution. The
numerical results have been shown in ref. [8].
We should carefully discuss the stability of our results against radiative corrections since
the model predicts nearly degenerate neutrinos. When the texture of the mass matrix is




symmetry energy scale, radiative corrections are not negligible at the
electoroweak (EW) scale.
2
Let us consider the basis, in which the mass matrix of the charged leptons is diagonal.







. The radiatively corrected






























































into the basis where the charged














1 + r r r
r 1 + + r r






























, which is a good approximation [9]. Its numerical value depends






for tan  = 60; 10; and 1, respectively. As seen in eq.(4)
and eq.(9), radiative corrections are absorbed into the original parameters r,  and Æ in the
leading order. Thus the structure of the mass matrix is stable against radiative corrections
although our model leads to nearly degenerate neutrinos. Of course, it does not means that
the radiative corrections are small.



















structure of our neutrino mass matrix is found to be stable against radiative corrections. We
wait for results in KamLAND experiment as well as new solar neutrino data.
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